Post-Initial MC parentage dispute, parentage NOT originally assumed - Flowchart

Parentage disputed - Has NRP provided a court declaration or positive DNA test as evidence?
No

Yes

Cease action (for that
child)
Child to be removed
from case from earlist
date at which they were
included.

Test confirms NRP
not father

Offer DNA test

Has the PWC provided, or can they now provide, any evidence that would
have allowed for parentage to be assumed if supplied pre-initial MC?
No

Yes

Has the NRP provided
evidence to support the
contention he is not the
father?
Note: This should be more than
just a statement like "I'm just
sure I'm not the father". Some of
the questions in the Parentage
Fundamental may help you
gather evidence. If you are
uncertain, contact your local
Parentage Ambassador.

Yes

Continue with case
(If NRP provides evidence
that parentage has
changed - i.e. child has
been adopted by another
person - contact Advice &
Guidance Team)

Signpost NRP to courts
if they took a DNA test
and believe the result to
be incorrect.

No

Yes

Continue with case
(If NRP provides evidence that
parentage has changed - i.e. child has
been adpoted by another person contact Advice & Guidance Team)

No

Advise NRP that, as indisputable
grounds already exist, they would
need to provide their own DNA test
(from approved tester) or a court
declaration of non-parentage.

Test confirms
NRP is father
or NRP refuses
DNA test

Has the PWC provided evidence of an
assumption ground that is not either a
birth certificate or that the parents were
married between the conception and
birth of the child?

Continue with case
Advise NRP that some substantive reason for their belief they are not the
father needs to be given, or that they would need to provide their own DNA
test (from approved tester) or a court declaration of non-parentage.
Note: If NRP provides evidence of a previous DNA test or court declaration of non parentage at this point, return to first box in the flowchart. If they provide other
evidence, return to box above.

PWC (or QC) refuses
or fails to respond to
DNA test request and
cannot be convinvced
to take one.

Discuss case with local
Parentage Ambassador and
refer to Advice & Guidance
Team if appropriate
Include any evidence provided, by
both parties.

